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August 2013 Newsletter

by Lilian Mustelier

So many suggestions as to what I could address in the newsletter were sent my way this month. I appreciated all of them, HOWEVER, all the
suggested subjects have been addressed my me already, over a period of years. It gave me the chance to re-post some, starting as early as 2008.
It would appear not too many things change, if at ALL, and it serves little purpose for me to regurgitate subjects on race, prison conditions,
nullification of bad laws, sentencing guidelines, poverty guidelines, entitlement issues by some and all the things which appear to go anywhere in a
positive sense. For free download my website www.Highstrangeness.TV hosts all 6 books I have written, four of which contain ALL articles ever
written by me and PREDICTIONS 2013 is also there for your review.

Ever just get to the point where your mind just wanders and before you know it you are totally engrossed by an activity you chose on a
subconscious level?

The day after the Zimmerman verdict my water was mysteriously turned off for 3 days and Confederate Flags reared their ugly heads once again
adorning flagpoles in places where we thought they had finally come to their demise. In contrast the people of South Africa celebrated Nelson
Mandela’s birthday and stood vigil around the hospital to pray for their leader, who had changed their country and taught them how to love the
people who suppressed them for so long. Love may be the wrong word, tolerate is a better one. Anyway, I wanted to change my attitude and
started looking for something to watch and sidetrack my line of thinking. These are the things which held my interest.

Lifetime’s “The Forsters”

It is about a household with 2 Moms. They build a family for themselves and between natural born, adopted and foster kids…. a total of 5….. the
show deals with their everyday living and challenges. Much as my own family, they are multicultural and interracial; during the 6 hours of my
watching this show it dealt with PEOPLE of the HUMAN RACE. Much can be observed from living together in this fashion.

The Burning Times

This is a documentation of the witch hunts in Europe. They began when churches and their followers felt threatened my the power of the female.
Healers, advisers and all the things woman stood for. About 30 minutes into the program…. all of a sudden …. I thought about the movement of
Right Wing America to AGAIN stifle the power of women, not by genocide, as was done back in the days of the inquisition, but by political moves
to undermine the rightful position of the female in our society. A scary thought? Well, it ought to be, when looked at from a historical perspective.

Pompeii

In this documentary…. extremely well done and worth the time it takes to watch it…. the archeologists were able to reconstruct the culture and
daily lives of the people from so very long ago. They discovered murals, paintings, living quarters and life styles. It appeared there were only rich
and poor and nothing in-between in this so advanced society. They had pipes for flowing water. Some of the painting on walls gave a detailed
description of what life was like before the eruption, long before Christianity arrived. When the mighty Vesuvius came to life it made no distinction
between rich and poor, indiscriminately everything became what we now call “collateral damage”.

The 9th US Circuit Court ruled in favor of Monsanto. The Panel ruled that the Federal Government is powerless to regulate ROUNDUP READY
alfalfa. It gave the green light for ongoing sales of the product. (Center for Food Safety vs. Vilsack, 2013 DJDAR 6270.)

In August the Supreme Court also ruled that it is required for farmers to buy NEW seeds each year instead of using newly grown seeds from
subsequent planting. According to their ruling, Roundup Ready alfalfa is not a “plant pest” as defined by the Federal Plant Protection Act and
therefore cannot be regulated by the Department of Agriculture.

An Oregon Wheat Commission spokesman said South Korean flour mills will resume buying soft white wheat from the Pacific Northwest and will
not restrict the growing of GMO in Oregon. Japan, Korea and Taiwan had suspended buying from Oregon, Idaho and Washington to make
noodles, sponge cakes and crackers. However wheat will continue to be tested by Korea. This of course can hurt our attempt to at least label GMO
food. I am UNABLE to verify, at the time of this writing, the RUMOR that Monsanto has hired Blackwater to discourage GMO Activists from getting
too noisy. I would strongly suggest that you look into further developments. While we are bickering and fighting each other over skin color and
belief systems we are eating a lot of food….. Think for a moment as a HUMAN Inhabitant of the Planet Earth!

A new King was born in the UK, third in succession. Since quite a few years must pass before he becomes King, let’s just hope there is something
left on the planet for him to rule.

My cousin Sten Westling took his vacation in Germany. While taking photos he came across this remarkable scene, which we turned into the cover
for the upcoming book: Nuff Said, which will be online January 1, 2014. Sten Westling was also the photographer for: All I can do is P and
2012….so what am I still doing here. When I saw the picture he picked this time I was amazed how perfectly it described where we are as people.
Please note the bird-poop on the side of the face. It appears the few still able to see a little are allowing themselves to get desicrated.

NUFF SAID…….
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"A collection of Newsletters and Short Stories" by Fatima "LILIAN" Mustelier

So here is a peek at the book-cover. I am truly blessed with a family which is aware and recognizes what I need for my next project. EVEN THE
BIRD-POOP . What a month it has been!!!!!!!!

Love and Light,
Lilian

P.S In 1999 I produced and aired a show at TCTV which dealt with the same legal system problems we face TODAY. I hooked both shows together
for you and assure you a better understanding of what we are up against!
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